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 .Let H U denote the space of all holomorphic functions on an open subset U of
 .a separable Frechet space E. Let t denote the compact-ported topology on H UÂ v
 .  .introduced by Nachbin. Let G U denote the predual of H U constructed by
 .Mazet. In our main result we show that E is quasi-normable if and only if G U is
  . .quasi-normable if and only if H U , t satisfies the strict Mackey convergencev
condition. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper the letters E and F represent locally convex
spaces, always assumed complex and Hausdorff, and the letter U repre-
 .sents a nonvoid open subset of E. L E; F denotes the vector space of all
 .continuous linear mappings from E into F, whereas H U; F denotes the
vector space of all holomorphic mappings from U into F. When F s C we
 .  .  .write E9 instead of L E; C and H U instead of H U; C . t denotes the0
 .compact-open topology on H U , t denotes the projective topologyp
 .* The research of the first author was supported in part by DGICYT Spain pr. 91-0326
 .and 92-162 and FAEP-UNICAMP Brazil .
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w xintroduced by Chae 14 , t denotes the compact-ported topology intro-v
w xduced by Nachbin 32 , and t denotes the bornological topology intro-d
w x w xduced independently by Coeure 15 and Nachbin 33 . For backgroundÂ
information on these topologies the reader is referred to the book of
w xDineen 16 .
w xIn 23 Mazet proved the existence of a complete locally convex space
 .   ..G U and a mapping d g H U; G U with the following universal prop-U
erty: For each complete locally convex space F and each mapping f g
 .   . .H U; F , there is a unique mapping T g L G U ; F such that T (d s f.f f U
 .   . .Whence the spaces H U; F and L G U ; F are isomorphic. In particular
 .  .G U is a predual of H U .
w xIn 30 Mujica and Nachbin gave a new proof of Mazet's linearization
theorem, together with several applications. They also considered a dense
 .  .subspace G U of G U which has the analogous universal property for0
w xGateaux holomorphic mappings. Some of the questions raised in 30 were
w xanswered by Dineen et al. in 17 .
w xIn a series of recent papers Boyd 11]13 gave necessary and sufficient
 .conditions for the space G U to be distinguished, Montel, reflexive,
quasi-normable, or Schwartz. His results shed insight into the relationship
 .between the topologies t and t on H U . Boyd restricted his attention0 v
to the case of balanced open sets in Frechet spaces, and used the notion ofÂ
Schauder decomposition as the main tool to attain his results.
In this paper we extend some of Boyd's results to the case of arbitrary
open sets in Frechet spaces. In our main result we show that if U is anÂ
open subset of a separable Frechet space E, then E is quasi-normable ifÂ
 .   . .and only if G U is quasi-normable if and only if H U , t satisfies thev
strict Mackey convergence condition.
For other papers involving linearization of holomorphic mappings the
w xreader is referred to 10, 18, 21, 27]29, 31 .
Most of the results in this paper were obtained when the first author
was visiting the Department of Mathematics of the University of Cam-
pinas, whose hospitality is gratefully acknowledged.
1. PRELIMINARIES
w xThe reader is referred to the book of Horvath 20 for backgroundÂ
information on topological vector spaces. EX denotes the strong dual of E,b
whereas EX denotes the inductive dual of E. We recall that the inducti¨ ei
X X  X. 0dual E is defined by E s ind E , where the inductive limit is takeni i V
over any basis of convex, balanced neighborhoods of zero in E. The reader
w xis referred to Bierstedt's survey 6 for properties of the inductive dual.
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Quasi-normable spaces and spaces with the strict Mackey convergence
w xcondition were introduced by Grothendieck 19 . We recall that E is said
to satisfy the strict Mackey con¨ergence condition if for each bounded set
A ; E there is a convex, balanced, bounded set B ; E such that A ; EB
and the spaces E and E induce the same topology on A. We recall thatB
E is said to be quasi-normable if for each equicontinuous set A ; E9 there
 . 0is a 0-neighborhood V ; E such that A ; E9 and the spaces E andV b
 . w0E9 induce the same topology on A. The reader is referred to 2, 9, 22,V
x34 for examples and additional information on these spaces.
 .H K denotes the vector space of all holomorphic germs on a compact
w xset K ; E. The reader is referred to the book of Dineen 16 for back-
 .ground information on the topologies t and t on H K . If E is a0 v
 .   . .Frechet space, then there is a Frechet space G K such that H K , t sÂ Â v
 .X  w x.G K see 25, Theorem 2 .i
2. QUASI-NORMABLE OR SCHWARTZ PREDUALS
2.1. THEOREM. Let U be an open subset of a separable Frechet space E.Â
Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a E is quasi-normable;
 .   . .b H U , t satisfies the strict Mackey con¨ergence condition;p
 .   . .c H U , t satisfies the strict Mackey con¨ergence condition;v
 .   . .d H U , t satisfies the strict Mackey con¨ergence condition;d
 .  .Xe G U satisfies the strict Mackey con¨ergence condition;b
 .  .f G U is quasi-normable.
If these conditions hold, then t , t , and t induce the same topology onp v d
each bounded set.
To prove the theorem we need the following lemma.
2.2. LEMMA. Let U be an open subset of a quasi-normable Frechet spaceÂ
 .X   . .E. Then the canonical isomorphism G U ª H U , t is continuous.b p
  . .X  .Proof. Since H U , t is a dense topological subspace of G U , the0 b
 .X   . .X .Xcanonical isomorphism G U ª H U , t is continuous. To com-b 0 b b
  . .X .Xplete the proof we will show that the canonical isomorphism H U , t 0 b b
  . .ª H U , t is continuous as well. Now let K be a compact subset of U.p
w x   . .In the course of the proof of 25, Theorem 3 it was shown that H K , tv
has a basis of convex, balanced, 0-neighborhoods, which are closed in
  . .   . .   . .   . .H K , t . Since H U , t s proj H K , t and H U , t s0 p K ;U v 0
  . .   . .proj H K , t , it follows that H U , t has a basis of convex,K ;U 0 p
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  . .balanced, 0-neighborhoods, which are closed in H U , t , and therefore0
  .   . . .closed for s H U , H U , t 9 . Let N be such a 0-neighborhood in0
  . .   . .X .XH U , t . We claim that N is a 0-neighborhood in H U , t .p 0 b b
Indeed consider the polar
X0 < <N s T g H U , t : Tf F 1 for all f g N . 4 . .0
  . .   . .Let B be a bounded subset of H U , t , hence bounded in H U , t .0 p
Then there is « ) 0 such that « B ; N, and therefore « N 0 ; B0. Thus N 0
  . .X 00is bounded in H U , t and N s N is a 0-neighborhood in0 b
  . .X .XH U , t , as we wanted.0 b b
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We will show the implications
a « b « c « d « a .  .  .  .  .6 6
e m f .  .
We will only use the hypothesis of separability of E in the proof of the
 .  .implication a « b . We do not known whether the theorem holds
without this separability assumption.
 .  .   . .a « b . Let A be a convex, balanced, bounded subset of H U , t .p
Then A is locally bounded, and thus for each x g U there are an open set
< <U , with x g U ; U, and a constant c G 1, such that sup f F c for allx x x U xx
` .f g A. In particular A is contained and bounded in H U for eachx
w x   . .x g U. Now by 4, Theorem 2 , H x , t satisfies the strict Mackeyv
convergence condition for each x g U. Thus for each x g U there is an
  . . ` .open set V , with x g V ; U , such that H x , t and H V induce thex x x v x
 .same topology on A. Since E is separable, the open cover V admitsx x gU
 .a countable subcover V . Setx mg Nm
 4L s x , . . . , x , W s V j ??? j V ,m 1 m m x x1 m
 4d s max c , . . . , cm x x1 m
 . . ` .for every m g N. Then it is clear that H L , t and H W induce them v m
same topology on A for every m g N. Set
< <B s f g H U : sup f F md for all m g N . . m 5
Wm
  . .Clearly B is locally bounded and contains A. We claim that H U , tp
 .  .and H U induce the same topology on A. Indeed let f be a net in AB i
  . .  .which converges to zero in H U , t . To show that f ª 0 in H U letp i B
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« ) 0 be given. Choose n g N such that n« G 1. Since f ª 0 ini
  . .   . .H U , t , it follows that f ª 0 in H L , t and therefore f ª 0 inp i n v i
` . < <H W . Hence there is an index i such that sup f F « for all i G i . Ifn n W i nn
< < < <m F n then sup f F sup f F « F « md for all i G i . If m ) nW i W i m nm n
< <then « m ) « n ) 1 and therefore sup f F d - « md for all i. ThusW i m mm
f g « B for all i G i , as we wanted.i n
 .  .  .  .b « c « d . If X, t is a locally convex space satisfying the strict
Mackey convergence condition and t 9 is a stronger locally convex topology
 .on X with the same bounded sets, then X, t 9 also satisfies the strict
Mackey convergence condition. Moreover t and t 9 induce the same
 .  .  .topology on each bounded set. The implications b « c « d follow at
once from this simple remark, which will be repeatedly used without
further reference.
 .  .   . .d « a . If H U , t satisfies the strict Mackey convergence condi-d
tion, then its subspace EX satisfies the same condition. Then E is quasi-i
w xnormable, by 9 .
 .  .  .  .b « e . Since we already known that b « a , the canonical isomor-
 .X   . .phism G U ª H U , t is continuous, by Lemma 2.2, and the implica-b p
 .  .tion b « e follows.
 .  .   . .e « d . This is clear, since the canonical isomorphism H U , t ªd
 .XG U is always continuous.b
 .  . we m f . The open set U is holomorphically barrelled, by 5, Proposi-
x  . w xtion 37 , and therefore the space G U is barrelled, by 30, Theorem 4.4 .0
 .  .  .Since G U is a dense topological subspace of G U , it follows that G U0
 .  .is barrelled as well. Thus the equivalence e m f follows from the
 w x.definition of quasi-normable spaces see 19 .
The last assertion in the theorem is clear.
2.3. COROLLARY. Let U be an open subset of a Frechet space E. Then theÂ
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a E is a Schwartz space;
 .   . .b H U , t is a semi-Montel space satisfying the strict Mackeyp
con¨ergence conditions;
 .   . .c H U , t is a semi-Montel space satisfying the strict Mackeyv
con¨ergence condition;
 .   . .d H U , t is a Montel space satisfying the strict Mackey con¨er-d
gence condition;
 .  .Xe G U is a semi-Montel space satisfying the strict Mackey con¨er-b
gence condition;
 .  .f G U is a Schwartz space;
 .   . .Xg H U , t is a Schwartz space.d b
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 .   . .X   . .If these conditions hold, then G U s H U , t and H U , t sd b d
 .XG U .b
 .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of conditions a , b , c , d , e , and f follows
w xat once from Theorem 2.1, 7, Theorem 7 , and the definition of t . Sincep
 . w x  .G U is barrelled, it follows from 8, p. 143 that G U is a topological
  ..X .X   . .X  .  .subspace of G U s H U , t . Whence g « f . Conversely as-i b d b
 .sume that G U is a Schwartz space, and therefore reflexive, being
barrelled and complete. Consider the canonical mappings
X
H U , t ª G U ª H U , t and .  .  . .  .bd p
X X
H U , t ¨ G U ª H U , t . .  .  . .  .p db b
It follows from the last assertion in Theorem 2.1 and the Grothendieck
 w x.   . .Xcompleteness theorem see 20, Theorem 3.11.1 that H U , t is ad b
  . .X  .topological subspace of the completion of H U , t . Since G U isp b
 .   . .X  .  .complete, we see that G U s H U , t and the implication f « gd b
follows. The last assertion in the corollary is now clear.
In the case of balanced open sets, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 are
w xdue to Boyd 13 .
3. MONTEL OR REFLEXIVE PREDUALS
3.1. THEOREM. Let K be a compact subset of a Frechet space E. Then theÂ
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a G K is a Montel space;
 .   . .b H K , t is a Montel space;v
 .  .c t s t on H K .0 v
 .  .  .  .XProof. a « b . G K Montel implies G K Montel, in particularb
  . .  .X  .Xbarrelled. Hence H K , t s G K s G K is Montel.v i b
 .  .   . .   . .X  .b « a . H K , t Montel implies H K , t Montel. Hence G Kv v b
w x w x  .is a Montel space, since by 4, p. 125 or 8, p. 143 , G K is a closed
  .X .X   . .Xsubspace of G K s H K , t .i b v b
 .  .   . . ` .  .b « c . H K , t s ind H V , where V is a decreasing funda-v m m
 ` .mental sequence of open neighborhoods of K. Set B s f g H V sm m
< < 4   . .sup f F m . If H K , t is a Montel space, then each B is t -com-V v m vm
 . wpact, and therefore t s t on each B . Thus t s t on H K by 26,v 0 m v 0
xTheorem 2.1 .
 .  .c « b . By Ascoli's theorem each B is t -compact, and thereforem 0
w x   . .t -compact. Since by 24, Theorem 3.1 each bounded subset of H K , tv v
is contained in some B the desired conclusion follows.m
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3.2. COROLLARY. Let E be a Frechet space E. Then the following condi-Â
tions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a G K is a Montel space for e¨ery compact set K ; E;
 .   . .b H K , t is a Montel space for e¨ery compact set K ; E;v
 .  .c t s t on H K for e¨ery compact set K ; E;0 v
 .   .d H U , t is a semi-Montel space for e¨ery open set U ; E;p
 .  .e t s t on H U for e¨ery open set U ; E.0 p
3.3. THEOREM. Let K be a compact subset of a Frechet space E. Then theÂ
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a G K is reflexi¨ e;
 .   . .b H K , t is reflexi¨ e;v
 .   . .X   . .c H K , t s H K , t 9.0 v
To prove this theorem we need the following lemma.
 .3.4. LEMMA. Let K be a compact subset of a Frechet space E. Let VÂ m
be a decreasing fundamental sequence of open neighborhoods of K, and let
` < <B s f g H V : sup f F m . .m m 5
Vm
  .   . .X.The t F s H K , H K , t on each B .0 v m
  .   . . .  .Proof. Since t G s H K , H K , t 9 and B , t is compact, it0 0 m 0
  .   . .X .follows that t s s H K , H K , t on each B . Since t G t it0 0 m v 0
  .   . .X.   .   . .X.follows that s H K , H K , t G s H K , H K , t s t on eachv 0 0
B .m
 .  .  .  .XProof of Theorem 3.3. a « b . G K reflexive implies G K reflex-b
  . .  .X  .Xive, in particular barrelled. Hence H K , t s G K s G K is reflex-v i b
ive.
 .  .   . .   . .Xb « a . H K , t reflexive implies H K , t reflexive. Hencev v b
 .   .X .X   . .XG K is reflexive, being a closed subspace of G K s H K , t .i b v b
 .  .   . .   .   . .X.b « c . If H K , t is reflexive, then each B is s H K , H K , t -v m v
  .   . . .compact, and it follows that t s s H K , H K , t 9 on each B by0 v m
  .   . .X.  . wLemma 3.4. Thus t G s H K , H K , t on H K by 26, Theorem0 v
x   . .2.1 . On the other hand H K , t being barrelled, it has the Mackeyv
  .   . . .   .   . . .topology, that is, t s t H K , H K , t 9 . Thus s H K , H K , t 9v v v
  .   .   . . .   . .   . .F t F t s t H K , H K , H K , t 9 and H K , t 9 s H K , t 90 v v 0 v
by the Mackey]Arens theorem.
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 .  .   .   . .X.c « b . Each B is t -compact, hence s H K , H K , t -com-m 0 0
  .   . . .  .pact, and therefore s H K , H K , t 9 -compact by c . Since everyv
  . .  .bounded subset of H K , t is contained in some B , b follows.v m
3.5. COROLLARY. Let E be a Frechet space. Then the following conditionsÂ
are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a G K is reflexi¨ e for e¨ery compact set K ; E;
 .   . .b H K , t is reflexi¨ e for e¨ery compact set K ; E;v
 .   . .   . .c H K , t 9 s H K , t 9 for e¨ery compact set K ; E;0 v
 .   . .d H U , t is semi-reflexi¨ e for e¨ery open set U ; E;p
 .   . .   . .e H U , t 9 s H U , t 9 for e¨ery open set U ; E.0 p
The analogues of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.5 for K and U balanced are due
w x w xto Boyd 12 . By 26, Theorem 5.6 every Frechet]Schwartz space verifiesÂ
w xthe conditions in Corollary 3.2. Ansemil and Ponte 3 gave the first
example of a Frechet]Montel space E, which is not a Schwartz space, andÂ
 .such that t s t on H K for every balanced compact set K ; E. We do0 v
not know of any example of a Frechet]Montel space E, which is not aÂ
 .Schwartz space, and such that t s t on H K for every compact set0 v
w xK ; E. If X is the Banach space constructed by Tsirelson 35 , then it
w xfollows from 31, Theorems 1.1 and 3.1 that X verifies the conditions in
Corollary 3.5, but does not verify the conditions in Corollary 3.2. By using
w x w xa result of 1 , Boyd 12 observed that X verifies the conditions of the
analogue of Corollary 3.5 for K and U balanced.
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